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Synopsis

Covering key curriculum topics including geography, physics, biology, chemistry, history, science, and technology, The New Children's Encyclopedia is created and verified by a board of experts to ensure the utmost, objective accuracy. Hundreds of accessible and fun, flashcard-style facts provide key information making it easy to learn about animals, famous historical figures, planets, climate change, and more. With stunning photography and innovative graphics, The New Children's Encyclopedia is an unparalleled, irreplaceable family reference book that will engage children's natural curiosity about the world around them.
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Customer Reviews

Kindergarten-Grade 6 "Boasting over 4000 entries and 2500 brightly detailed illustrations and photographs, this resource is a must-have for any collection serving children. A two-page introduction explains how data is organized "entries are divided into 10 broad categories, among them "Space," "Culture," "History and Politics," and "The Human Body." The amount of information presented for each topic is just right, and a cross-reference icon ensures positive results for novice researchers. The book is a particularly good fit for ESL students and visual learners, as time lines, definitions, fast facts ("Flattened out, a pair of lungs would cover a tennis court"), maps, collections (e.g., a complete catalog of national flags), and short blocks of text fill every page to its fullest. This is a print reference work to rival the graphics-laden resources available electronically. It won't sit on
The New Children's Encyclopedia I purchased this product to help educate my 20 month old granddaughter as she is learning so much just by sight and sound and we are providing her as much information as we can. This is also a great product for the five year old that struggles with focus and sitting still. They enjoy the pictures and really help for the visual learners. Book is big, and has lots of colorful pictures and information that we can read aloud to the children.

Our 5 year old loves this book. She is a avid non-fiction reader, feeding her desire for constant information this encyclopaedia works great to answer a lot of her questions about all sorts of subjects. She actually requests pages as her bedtime ‘story’ although the information on each subject is brief, it makes a great starting point to lead into a discussion or to pique her interest in learning more. She took this book to school when they were asked to bring in their favourite book!!

This encyclopedia has been a huge hit with my son. It will last a long time. Great colorful photos and educational opportunities inside. We enjoy learning about new things and it's been a really good conversation starter for his expanding vocabulary.

Every parent should buy one of these for their children AND for themselves!!!!This book is amazing. I am learning things from it! Colorful, paper quality is great and it is fun and easy to understand. It deserves its own spot in your bookshelf!

I bought this for my first-grade son, who reads well but does not enjoy stories. This book is well laid out, full of engaging pictures, and of course a wealth of information. He loves it, and it leads to lots of interesting questions and conversations. Well worth the price.

Purchased as a gift for my 8 year old nephew for getting student of the month in his class. He absolutely lived this book and he read it a lot for his required daily reading. Very informative.

Pictures very bright and colorful. However it is difficult to hold pages open especially for a child, book needs different binding.
My 9 year old loves this book.
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